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Cautious Use of
Medications
Antibiotics may kill

beneficial 
bacteria too1

Mode of Delivery
Vaginal births introduce 

beneficial microbes 
during the birthing 

process2

A Healthy 
Pregnancy
Promotes 
beneficial 
maternal gut 
microbes during 
gestation6

Environment
Things like pets and siblings

help introduce babies to
microbes that help train
the immune system4, 5

Lactobacillus rhamnosus GG 
helps balance baby’s microbiome 
and is the most clinically studied 

probiotic in infants1*

Probiotics
Certain probiotic supplements
also help supply good bacteria 

that work naturally with 
baby’s body to deliver 

health benefits*

Breastfeeding
Breastmilk contains 
microbes especially  
important for the 
infant microbiome, as 
well as special sugars 
that help these good 
bacteria grow3
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Those first few years of your baby’s life are filled with 
precious moments, from their first smile to those first 
wobbly steps. Though you can’t see it, something 
important is happening inside your baby as well. 
Their gut microbiome—the microbes and bacteria 
that live mainly in their tummy—is developing.

Baby’s Immune Development
The Right Microbes at the Right Time

clinical trials
in and including

 infants

90+

within the intestines 
for optimal 

digestive support*

Colonizes

the growth 
of other

good bacteria*

Promotes

promote the 
development of a
healthy immune

system*

Helps

*THESE STATEMENTS HAVE NOT BEEN EVALUATED BY THE FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION. 
THIS PRODUCT IS NOT INTENDED TO DIAGNOSE, TREAT, CURE OR PREVENT ANY DISEASE. 

Culturelle® is a trademark of

Helping your baby develop a healthy microbiome can help 
support their lifelong immune, digestive and overall health. 
Check out our easy breakdown of six factors that help 
ensure the right microbes are introduced into your baby’s 
tummy at the right time.
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